
A Complementary Design
To Fit Any Environment

Introducing the Harmony Duo,
a compact and modern Day Bed. 

 

Re�ex Foam Cushions Chair To Bed Function

Operation: Easy Pull Mechanism

Optional Side Table

With its simple yet elegant design,
our compact modern end table is
ideal for small rooms, apar tments 

and waiting rooms with limited space.
 

 

The Harmony Duo is operated by using the pull mechanism to release the 
two bottom sections for the bed, with the headrest tilting to form the third 
section and provide a full length bed for users to enjoy a good nights sleep!

The Harmony Duo has been developed to combine the facility of a bed 
within a chair. The beech slated action combined with a functional and easy 
to use mechanism gives this product the ability to f it into any environment.

The Harmony Duo is built with Ref lex 
Foam seat/mattress cushions as standard, 
giving maximum comfor t and suppor t in 

both sitting and sleeping positions. 

Our Harmony Duo comes complete with 
an extremely easy to use and functional 

action which operates a simplistic
 ‘rise, click and pull action’.   



Ref lex foam cushioning for
ultimate comfor t.

Soft and curvaceous arm design.

Optional collapsible 
side table.

Simple two step 
mechanism to transform 

the chair into a bed.
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Uniquely Designed Fold Up Table

For more information on the Harmony Duo, or any other products 
from the Recliners range, please contact us on 0800 37 37 02.

Our beautifully stylish side tables are made using premium quality wood, 
which come with a melamine f inish that is scratch proof and water-resistant.
Space-economisation is the main use of our tables and when not in use, the 
table can be easily folded down which makes it perfect for both domestic and
professional use. Note: no special skill or tools are required to operate or f ix
our side tables.
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